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CHURCH STYLE LIGHTING CREATES INTIMACY AT THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
% 05 FEBRUARY 2015 & FEATURED, PROJECTS

YOU WOULDN’T EXPECT THAT A HOLY SITE IN TURKEY WOULD INSPIRE THE DESIGN OF A MELBOURNE HOSPITALITY VENUE.

BUT WHEN SIX DEGREES ARCHITECTS WAS LOOKING FOR WAYS TO CREATE AN ATMOSPHERE OF WARMTH AND INTIMACY AT

ONE OF MELBOURNE’S NEWEST HOSPITALITY VENUES, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, THEY TURNED TO ISTANBUL’S HAGIA

SOPHIA FOR ANSWERS.

Located in the Docklands, the site for The General Assembly posed a significant challenge for Six Degrees. “It
was a big, empty, cold, plasterboard space,” says Michael Frazzetto, associate at Six Degrees. “Our first move
with all of our bar designs is working out how we can create a sense of intimacy for all occasions – whether it’s
a cold winter night or a summer day when the fans are on.”

The answer was found in the lighting. Six Degrees worked with Light Project to find a lighting solution that
would lower the sense of height in the room. “We put in a chandelier that makes the space feel lower by about
2.8 metres. This is something that’s done in a lot of churches,” adds Michael.

The choice of materials was also crucial to creating the sense of intimacy. Six Degrees incorporated as much
timber as the budget would allow and also created a timber bolster, which works to divide the room and also
conceals the pragmatic requirements of the bar, such as plumbing and beer lines.

Warm lighting was selected throughout the bar but a brighter focus was placed on the kitchen. “We wanted to
expose the activity. We turned the kitchen around and moved the pass to make it front and centre,” says
Michael. “The lighting adds to the sense of theatre in the kitchen so the chefs are on display.”

Michael adds that the lighting in General Assembly works to bring the design together. This is achieved
through the hanging bottle light, which references a hanging light in the Hagia Sofia. “The bottle light was
great as it united disparate parts of the job. We wanted to subtly reference that the client was CUB without the
bar seeming too masculine or too much like a beer hall. We wanted punters not to realise that the lights are
sand blasted Carlton cold bottles until close inspection.”

 

For more on The General Assembly visit their site, click here.

Browse through other hospitality light projects, click here.
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